
Without You
Count: 32 Wall: 4 Level: Intermediate NC2S

Choreographer: Linda McCormack (UK) - June 2018
Music: Music by JoJo

Tag (comes in after wall 5)

[1-8&] Rock back, recover, 1/4, sweep, behind, side, cross, unwind, 1/4, step with sweep, cross, diagonal step
back.
1,2& Rock back on the RF (1); recover weight forward onto the LF (2); ¼ turn to the left stepping

RF to R side (&);
3,4& Stepping LF behind RF and sweep RF round (3); step RF behind LF (4); step LF to left side

(&);
5,6 Cross RF over LF (with a slight dip) and unwind a full turn over the left shoulder (5); ¼ turn

stepping forward on LF (6);
7,8& Stepping forward on the RF whilst sweeping LF over right (7); cross LF over right (8); step RF

diagonally back into the right diagonal (&);

[9-16&] Into diamond (back, back, 1/8, forward, forward, 1/8, back, back) step forward, half turn, step back.
1,2& Step back on LF (still into right diagonal) (1); step back on RF (2); 1/8 turn left to square upto

the 3 0’clock wall, stepping RF to right side (&);
3,4& 1/8 turn right stepping forward into the left diagonal on the LF (3); step forward on the RF (4);

1/8 turn right stepping RF to right side, squaring upto 12 o clock wall (&);
5,6 1/8 turn stepping LF back into the right diagonal (5); step back on RF (6);
7,8& 1/8 turn squaring up to 9 o clock wall stepping forward on LF (7); 1/2 turn over left should

stepping back on RF (8); step back on LF (&);

[17-24&] Half turn swivel on the ball of the foot, step, back, half turn swivel on the ball of the foot, step, back,
side, recover, back, recover, forward, recover, coaster step with a hitch.
1,2& Stepping RF back and swivelling on the ball of the RF a half turn back on yourself (1); step

LF in place (2); step slightly back on RF (&);
3,4& Stepping LF back and swivelling on the ball of the LF a half turn back on yourself (3); step RF

in place (4); step slightly back on LF (&);
5&6& Rock RF to right side (5); recover weight onto LF (&); rock back on the RF (6); recover weight

forward onto LF (&);
7&8&1 Rock forward on RF (7); recover weight back onto LF (&); right coaster step and you hitch the

left knee and 1/4 turn right (8&1);

[26-32] Extended syncopated weave, rock back, recover, 1/4, full turn.
2&3&4& Cross LF over RF (2); step RF to right side (&); cross LF behind RF (3); step RF to right side

(&); cross LF over RF (4); step RF to right side (&);
5,6 Cross rock back on LF (5); recover weight onto RF (6);
7,8& 1/4 turn left stepping back on the LF (7); 1/2 turn stepping forward on the RF (8); 1/2 turn

stepping back on the LF (&);

Tag
[1-4&] Rock back, recover, forward, cross, unwind, cross arms over.
1,2&3,4 Rock back on the RF (1); recover weight forward onto LF (2); step forward on the RF (&);

cross LF behind RF (3); unwind a full turn over the left shoulder (4); sweep and cross arms
over (&);
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